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"The surfaces of the piston rings must
not be perfectly even," says TimQ:

How can I gracefully exit this
PowerShell script? I have a script that

calls out to VBscript to write a few
values and execute a custom action.

I'd like to have it close when it's done.
From the vbscript I can use:

Application.Exit() or Set oApp =
CreateObject("Shell.Application")

oApp.ShellExecute
"C:\PATH\TO\YOUR.VBS", """" &

oApp.Name & """", "", "runas", 1 It
works great for my test cases, but it
hangs as the vbs starts running. My

script looks like this: $OutputFile = "C
:\Users\USERNAME\Desktop\LOG.txt"
$spn1 = "NOT_IDENTIFIED" $data1 =
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"Success" $spn2 = "NOT_IDENTIFIED"
$data2 = "Success" $return = Invoke-
Command -ScriptBlock { Write-Host

"POOL: $spn1" -NoNewline Write-Host
"Count: $data1" -NoNewline Write-
Host "Error: $data2" -NoNewline }

-argumentlist "POOL=$spn1"
"Count=$data1" "Error=$data2" Get-

Content "$OutputFile" It correctly
writes out to the log file as desired,

but it doesn't close the process, and it
hangs my CMD window. I can hit Ctrl-

C in the CMD window and the
PowerShell prompt cleans itself up.

But that's not a good way to handle it.
A: From the comment above, it

sounds like there is a pending call
from VBScript when the PowerShell
script exits: If IsObject(oApp) Then

oApp.ShellExecute
"C:\PATH\TO\YOUR.VBS", """" &
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oApp.Name & """", "", "runas", 1
oApp.Application.Terminate() Else

oApp.ShellExecute
"C:\PATH\TO\YOUR.VBS", """" &

oApp.Name & """", "", c6a93da74d
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